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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION--Based on historical research and the cre�tion
of varying types of Kinetic sculpture a decision was ,made to pursue
the desi�ning of a new series of sculpture.

Two materials in par

ticular were found to have interesting characteristics• cloth sewed
in sail shapes and steel rod used as support structure.

The source

of energy found to be mo•t intriguing was a natural and unpredictable
one--the wind.

Cloth is physically flexible to the force of the

wind, it contracts and expands. it flutters,

pull•. ierks. inflates,

deflates, and in general possesses a greater number of shapes within
any one given sail. compared to any other traditional sculpturel
material.
Steel rod was found to have enough strength to interact
with the movement of the sails. without extensiYe reinforcement.
Other forms of Kinetic sculpture and other materials were rejected
for various and numerous reasons.
HISTORICAL BAC�GROUND LEADING TO THE KINETIC HOVEMENT--In
the search for the beginning of the Kinetic Movement one is quick to
realize that there is no date or person or olace to credit. at least
not in ancient times.
dance,

There are apparent antecedents such as:

"beribboned" Maypoles, the Aztec flying games, acrobatics and

trapeze performances, flourishes with drU111sticks and batons, some of
which are ritual participation, so�• part spectacle.
demonstration of Heron of Alexandria,

100

The physical

A.o •• who made use of
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processes and techniques like displacement of water, compressed air,
turntables and flames which were alternately ali�ht and extinJ.uished
would have to be included,
must be included.

The eighteenth-century mechanical pictures

The New Guinea masks, the Egyptian and Greek dolls,

the Arab water clocks, all could be included in a continuin� lon�
list.

All of the above mentioned things show a humaq interest in

movement which has existed for centuriea

l

To find a foundation for the Kinetic Movement which is more
than a demonstration of interest in contrivances it is necessary to
move into the twentieth century,

The Impressionists, working in the

static arts themselves, were probably the people who provided an environment from which the later Kinetic Movement evolved.
to change about what art was and how it could be made.

Ideas be,zan
Amonr, these

changes were:
Desanctification of the faithfully reproduced object as a subject;
the appearance in the early twentieth century of a non-objective
art which enlisted major talent� and gained wide acceptance;
nineteenth and early twentieth century attempts such as Scriabin's
the rapid
to produc� non-objective visual equivalents of Music;
spread of experiment in art, with its corollary, and avant-�arde,
which eventually won stronger aupport than "traditional" art; the
wide dispersal of a folk technology; awareness of movement as some
thing ponderable in itself rather than as a transient quality of
2
other things (the Newtonian view),
These ideas ushered in twentieth century art as well as the Kinetic
Movement,
PARALLEL DEVELOPMENT IN RELATED ARTS--Artists and movements
were influenced by the development of the Machine A�e, the automobile
and the airplane, by the scientific theories, Einstein's Theory of
Relativity, and by the development of cinematO$Zraphy.

In 1890

HurbridRe and Marey invented an apparatus.which would take sixteen
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pictures per second which led to the Edison Kinetoscope of 1892.
In 1895 Lumiere developed the "cinematographic" which enabled audiences
to see the pictures on a screen.

Developing in the related art of

set dest�ning was a similar realization that the art of theater
had for centuries been workin� with real movement with re�ards to
actors.

However, sets had remained false and two-di�ensional with

lighting being unnatural.

Rossi's conception created virtually

a new theater and a new art.

"He planned to place within the

proscenium, upon drops, curtains or gauses, an illusion of aoving
scenery, partly accomplished through varyin� lights and motion•
materials, and through designs projected on these surfaces by
3
motion picture ·machines.11

Rossi, in theater aa well as artists such

as Larionov and Constructivist sculptor Gabo made reference to a
fourth dimension, time, Larionov in 1913 and Gabo in 1920.

The

awareness of machines, scientific knowledge and theories, and the
artists' intrigue with movement came into existence in the early
nineteen hundreds.

The Futurists were attemptin� to create the

illusion of movement in their paintings.

This intrigue, as George

Rickey stated, did not "cause" Kinetic Art.4
BIRTH OF THE KINETIC MOVEMENT 1932--The stylistic origin
,
of Kinetic art came from what would have to be a maze of varyin�
directions of thought.

The Cubists were workin� abstractly.

futurists were trying to introduce �ovement into art.

The

The Dadaists

thought that movement in art was anti-art and a type of joke.

Probably

the most important group was the Constructivist in Russia between
1913 and 1921.

Nawn Gabo's ideas set forth in his Realist Manifesto

spreads ovel" the rest of the world.

"We know that every object has

its own essential image; chairs, tables, lamps, telephones, books,

4

houses, men

•

•

•

every one of them is a world in itself,

rhythm and its own planetarv path
the plastic arts

.

•

•

•

•

•

with its own

In place of static rhythms in

we announce the existence of a new element.
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kinetic.
There is a point of clarification which must be made before
discussing the actual development of real movement and the varying
'

directions it takes.

There was a period of time between 1912 and

1932 when artists were doing experiments with mo•ement.

However,

these artists did not pursue the concept and therefore are not
considered the first Kinetic artists.

This honor �oes to Alexander

Calder who had his first major show of mobiles in New York in 1932.
He was the first to resolve a series of works and to continue
workin� with his mobiles.

The following list acknowledges a few of

the artists who contributed to the Kinetic Movement in the early
period mentioned above.

Around 1912 f.arionov, Balla, Archipenko,

and Duchamp all made experiments introducing move..ent by the use of
an electric motor or leaving it to manual control.

Rodchenko

experimented with juxtaposition of materials and textures in 1917.
In the same year Kurt Schwitter's included mobile elements in
sculpture.

Arp's marionnettes also dated from that same year.

In

1919, Man Ray made paper shades which were spiral cuts of paper that
ing. 6
hung f rom the ce1 1·
·

Kinetic art simply means the work extends in time as well
as space.

Because movement is necessary to accomplish this many

people mistakenly believe that �inetic art is anythin� which is
technical in nature.

It could be the use of mechanical systems,

electric motors, lights,

vibratin� patterns and so on.

It is

5
mistakenly thour.ht that anything which is technical and moves is
thereby Kinetic.

As Guy Brett , in Kinetic Art states, "It is no

good merelv setting in motion existing foras, makin� a motorized version of an already established artistic language which was intended

to express somethin$! different . "7

To delve a bit further into what

it is , what kind of sculpture can it be that is not designed aesthetically in its static form?

What kind of sculpture can it be that

is at its full beauty and power and impact when it takes its place
in time and moves?

Understanding the following description Sartre

wrote re�arding Calder's mobiles:
He is not imitating anythin�. I know of no art that is less
medacious than his.
Sculpture suggests movement , painting
suggests depth and light. Calder suggests nothing; he cap
tures real live moveeents and shapes them for his purpose.
His mobiles do not signify anything, or refer to anythin�, out
side themselves .
T ey are and that is all there is to say,
they are absolutes.

�

The basis for this type of real and pure movement may be nothin�
more than being able to "breathe freely" in a new dimension. Geor�e
Rickey, himself noted by many sources as one of three outstandin�
Kinetic artists , states that he believes Calder is the only artist
who has achieved this pure form of movement-time relationship.
There are many derivatives of this original basis which
formed the movement.

Aesthetic experience of movement will vary.

The conscious and unconscious motives of the artists will vary.
However, regardless of the number of categories, whether or not all
work• fit into a neat orderly categorization, one thing does seem to
remain constant:

All of the Kinetic artists have a shared feeling

for space and existing in time.

6

CHAPTER

II

TYPES OF MOVEMENT--There are five general cate�ories of move
ment.

The works and philosophies within each categorv are placed there

because they are

generally

similar in some way,

mechaniccl systems are of a common nature.
ural movement,

In most

instances the

The first catep.orv, nat

will be developed to a greater de�ree because it

is the

drivin? force utilized in the sculpture created for and discussed in
this thesis.
The types

The remaining four cate�ories will be mentioned briefly.

(1) Natural Movement;

of movement include the following:

(2) Mechanical Movement;

(3)

Spectator Intervention or Movement;

(4) Spectac�e; (5) Light and Movement.
NATURAL MOVEHENT--The forces relied on to cause or brin� about
movement in sculpture is considered unpredictable because the amount
of force, the degree of intensity, the duration of time, the direction,
the result of the force upon the sculpture, the varying arrival time
of the varying de�rees of force all ca�se these natural forces to be
considered unpredictable.
Water and other liquids have been used bv artist Hans Haacke
who traps mi��tv waves in miniature in a lon�,

narrow, transparent

box qr mixes oil and water by shakin� them in a plastic cylinder and then
letting them stand and slowly rise and fall into their two seoarate
zones.
foam,

Madella uses foam to create constantly movin� cycles of
Motonage of the Japanese

"Gutai ''

�roup

filled thirty-foot

limp plastic sleeves with water and han�s them between tree branches.
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When disturbed, the water rolls within the sleeve causing a change in
the curve of the plastic.
Wind obviously is the most common of the natural movements,
e ither because of Calder's success or because of the obvious effect of

the wind so often present in our environment.

Mobiles bein� the chief

proponent in this category �ives the impression that the force of �rav
,

ity has been altered.

Tatlin , Rodchenko, and Man Rav were the fore

runners while Calder developed the now familiar mobile.

Light objects,

such as leaves which respond to the wind seems to have influenced a
number of artists who were working in this particularly unpredictable
form of movement.

Rickey, Vardonega, LeParc , Yvaral , Stein, and Harellet have
all worked with mobiles.

Gravity and weightlessness have possibilities

but apparently has not beer. developed by an artist .
Pyrotechnics utilizes the characteristics of the next two types
of movement--combustion and smoke.

Yves Klein has worked most in

terestingly in this area.

Klein has a beautiful romantic philosophy.

"I am

I am not an abstract painter but repre

a

painter of space.

sentational and realistic.

To be frank, in order to paint space I must

be there in person, in epaee itself . "9
part of his work;

Klein made his verv person

he and his work passed throu�h time to�ether.

Paint

ing with fire, paintin� naked girls dancin� a�ainst canvases, canvases
still wet tied to the roof of his car and the car then driven to capture
streaks made by the wind, throwing cans of water into cold air, were all
in Klein's repertoire.

He referred to his work as the "ashes of mv

work " .
Aubertin used matches placed on difffrently shaped matr ices.
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If the ma

The first match is struck which sets off the chain reaction .

trix is moved the matches will of course burn in a new pattern.
The last category of natural movement is growth and deteriora
tion of materials.

"Auto destructive art"

was developed by Metz�er

who also uses hydrochloric acid on a vari.l!ty of meterials.

The auto

destruction process is initiated by the artist settiQP. the automobile
What the machine does from that point on is left to chance,

in motion.

The auto �enerally reaches

a

high speed which is the pinical of its

aesthetic existence. it then crashes. which changes its structural
composition.

The technical development in this particular form is

simply one of findin� materials that will react to, or in some way
change, chemically, physically, or molecularly.
been mentioned for his work in liquids.
fall into this category.

Medalla has already

His bubble machine would also

Klein's work could be entered here on a

technical basis but certainly not on a philosophical basis.

Klein

certainly changed the molecular structure in his fire paintings and
displays.

He was not the least interested in that factor, onlv in the

pr�viously discussed view of leavin� his "life print'' in his art.
H. Haacke should be mentioned for his interest in the interaction o f
air and water.
MECHANICAL MOVEMENT--This category includes simple mechanical
movement and electro-mechanical movement.
ment will be predictable to some degree.
category are:

Within this area, the move
The power sources for this

electronic, thermal, hydraulic, and ma�netic .

three types of predictable movement:
(2) the machine may be hidden;

There are

(1) the machine may be exposed;

(3) the move111ent may involve the reflec

tion of the machina�• operation.

The followin� list of artists include
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the names of persons who have made maier con tr i buti ons or are controversial.

The first artist to use motors in a series of works was the Bel-

gian,

Pol

Bury.

Calder's first m obi les were powered bv motors.

Moholy-

Na�y's machine "The New Vision" is motordriven and constrvcted of polishef

�lates and rods which revolves in the

Duchamp's,

Moholy-Na�y's,

� ol o red

beams of

l�pht-bulhs.

and Gabe's works were all rlemonstratin>
\

the

same effort of transformation but all three men discontinued their
early

works.

Jean Tinguely is probably the most controversial

present Kinetic artists.

Tinguely is most noted for his giant '!>elf-

Schoeffer is

destrucr'machines.

working with impressive environmental

electronically operated, cybernetically controlled,
towers.

of all the

rakis should be mentioned because of his

polished aluminum

work in and with

magnetic fields.

SPLCTATOR INTERVENTION OR MOVEMENT--This division is one of
unusual nature because the spectator either interrurts the movement of

work

or will initiate the movement himself, general�y by rearrangin�

the elements of the work.

In the case of the manirulation of elements

the participation exists in the true Kinetic sense,

These :articular

types of work, aesthetically, are game-like .
The subdivision marle here for the "kinetic spectator" is for the
purpose

of

�a�i�r

and the spectator.
sculpture,

a

distinction between the actual piece of sculpture
The movement of the spectator is not part of thP

but belongs to something wh i ch has not been given a title.

For example, the environmental works,
draws

a

which

will be discussed

spectator to it and in �ost cases into it and through

later,

it.

This movement of the spectator does not kinetically belonR to th e
sculpt ure.
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In the followin� categorv where the spectator is the source of
power for the work a s l i �htlv d i fferent conditior. exists.

When the

spectator interrunts a movin� piece of sculpture. arranges el�m�nts, or
because of h i s phys ical act , starts a piece of sculpture, he mav
actun�lv be part of the sculpture at the t ime power i � exerter..
Some of the artists workin� in this area varv from Joel �tein,
I

who worked between sculptu�e in virtual mo�ment and·three•di�ensional
works

in real movement (mobiles) to Lygia Clark who designs alu�inum

h i nged sculptures which can be manipulated.

One other artist wor�inp.

with her Brazilian group is Helio Oiticica.
SPECTACLE--Pyrotechni c s has been d i scussed in a orevious section
and i s included in t h i s category because of its apneal to people's
curiositv �nd for that reason it becomes a spectacle.
Environmental art is art which is related

tc

the environment.

If categories have to be made for environmental art it i s easier in

this particular case to make the divi sion between the Classical and
Romantic.

The Classical artist knows what place his artifact will occupv,

while the Romantic must continuallv call the established sv�rem Ln to
question.

Environmental art can take any form within these boundaries.

The major concern of both �roups is that of the spectator and the effect of �he worK on him.

The work may enga�e the spectator in d i alogue.

there may be occasions of chance which cannot be repeated, or the art
could take the form of a happening wh ich might appear as a catastro�he.
It could be positioned in the environment to make it more attractive
or to �ake comment on any existin� s i t uation.
environment art is unlimited in its variety.

The phvsical natur�
It mav be anvthinP

cf

��c�.

a truck load of soil on a �allery floor t o one of Schaeffer's �iant
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cybernetic towers.
Light and sound, together or separately, do not make a piece
of Kinetic art.

The presence of one or both of these attractinr

elements are included in many environmental pieces as well as occasion
ally appearing in other categories of Kinetic art.

They add to a spec

tacle and increase the response of a spectator.
LIGHT AND MOVEMENT--This is the last major cate�ory which will.
be mentioned,

Light is an area in a world all of its own, it has its

own characteristics naturally, as cioe• most materials.

It is not

Kinetic because light does not move in tbe "static, Kinetic" sculptural
"sense of the word,"

"Light is a retinal disturbance and does not tech

nically fit into the idiom of Kinetic art.1110

Reflection, refraction,

and projection are three characteristics of light which many artists
working in the Kinetic field have incorporated into their works.
Therefore, if light is included in what is already Kinetic Art, light
cannot be co.npletely excluded frOlll this survey.
Otto Pienne (Group Zero) made orchestrations of light project
ions onto the environment--the walls, the ceiling, the floor, and are
transformed by •oving particles and splashes of light,
startling accetlts on scenes in nature.
Wilfred and Schoeffer.
ing objects.

The result is

Li�ht or�ans have been used by

Albrecht has created art of shad<>Ys, cast bv mov

Hoenich has used the san's rays, color filters and

"shade throwers" to project light onto walls, using the rotation of the
earth as his Kinetic source.
lamps.

Lijn has used perspex discs, water, and

The use of light has been extensive and the untapped uses are

unlimited,
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Movement itself apart from li�ht, sound, wa�er-play, magnetism, or
any other phenomenon used simply to embellish remains the essential
�bjective of the Kinetic art ·of our time.
ical frontier is:

This is where the crit

this is where the tradition will be carried fore

ward, where one would hope to find �he �ost important developments
and most imaginative talents enga�ed.

It is ironical that. at this

moment of intense development. one of the greatest exponents of
movement itself, Calder, seems to have deserted the field and to
have channeled his energies into the creation of stark. monu�ental
and sometimes menacing, soaietimea wi't'ty, stabiles.

There is no

�rtist of his generation. of hi• stature or fa�. who baa COfll mitted
hJ•s•lf to makin� an·a��·with'-1l'IOY91le�t itae1�;�l,
This colTll!lent by Rickey seems to put some o?'der to all that is included.
in the Kinetic Movement.
The c,l..osing statement offers a superb ch�llenge to practicing
artists.
Artists may use movement to attract attention, to intensify old
ideas. to transmute the visible world or to construct new archi
tectonic forms.

They may use time like

a s�ctrum of colores.

space like an open ocean. the clock in everybody's brain to �ive
a sense of scale.

These artists, whether clown or classicist, have

added a limitless di�ension to traditional art.

'Ille limits reside.

as always, in their seriousness. energy, inventiveness. and
"talent" of th
art will move.

!

art�st.
2

If great talents use movement, great
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CHAPTER III
THE PROBLEM--the specific problem was to develop a series of
Kinetic Sculptures relying on wind as a naturaJ
dictable movement.
materials from

force and its unpre

Metal rod and cloth sails were the constructi1Jr:

In an earlier attempt

which the sculpture was built.

to create a number of Kinetic sculptures a survev of the Kinetic
Movement was undertaken to gain the necessary understanding

0f the

aesthetic p.oals of the movement as well as learnin�

what esperimentation

has taker·

With the back

�lace with varyin� materials and forces.

ground survev completed attempts were made to

de:::i1·� numerous r i eces

of Kinetic sculpture with many varyinp uses of materi�l,
mechanics.

forces, and

The final result from that particular series of

finished

sculpture was that one in partic.ular held the true "spirit" of the
Kinetic Movement, existing in time.

The other sc.ul•)tures

were all a

sort ot pretext and did not really exist throuPh the passin� of time.
This �articular sculpture is pictured on pa�e fifteen.
PROCF:DURE--The following list of procedures determineci the
overal� direction of the last series of Kinetic Sculptures:
three additional Kinetic

(1) desi2n

Sculptures in a style similar to the "wind

sculpture" pictured beginning on page fifteen;·

( 2) ·design the thrPe

sculptures with only minor changes in a closely related pro�ressive
sequence;

( 3) design each sculpture to defermine the feas ibi l i tv

certain technical and aesthetic questions.

Havin� created one

sculpture" the followinp list of unanswered ouestions was

0f

"�in�

comoiled:
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1.

If two sails of equal size will fill with wind and turn on

a bearin�-mounted shaft, what will two sails of varying sizes do?

�. How large can the sails be?

3.

Do the sails have to .be sculptured as in the first sculpture?

4. What happens to the success of a sculpture, kinetically
speaking, when only the sails are free to move; ¥hen the support
structure of the sculpture is solid?

s. Could the entire sculpture be made of metal rod rather than
just the top?

6. Should the metal support structures be rigid and solidly
braced or should there be an attempt made to somehow keep the
structure flexible (within the flexibility of the rod itself'?
7.

What happens when the sails vary in size?

The following pictures, on the next four pa�es, are presented
in the order in which they were built.

The remain4er of this paper

is devoted entirely to the discussion of the followin� four sculptures
and the directions possible if this work were to be continued.

15

§culpture

No. l

Height of sculpture:

FOR PHOTOGRAPH SEE
POCKET INSIDE BACK COVER

Width at widest
point:

CHARACTERISTICS:

(1)

a vertical "thrust" bearin�

( 2)

sculptured sails

(3)

sails are equal in size

(4)

the sculpture i s symmetrical

( 5)

support element mounted on sprinf?;

(6)

support base of cement

5' 2"
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S�ulpture Ho. 2

FOR PHOTOGRAPH SEE

Height of sculpture:

POCKET INSIDE BACK COVER

10' 2"
Width at widest
point:

4'

CHA�CTERISTICS:
(l)

a vertical "thrust" 0i..ariag

(2)

sculptured aeila.

(3)

sails are varied in size

(4)

total support structure made of metal one-quarter inch rod

(5)

slit in top "•ain sail,"
wind resistance

for reduction

of that sail's

17

..
l

Sc;: ulpture No. 3

FOR PHOTOGRAPH SEE

Height:

10' 6"

Width:

7'

6"

POCKET INSIDE BACK COVER

CHA�CTERISTICS:
(1)

no "thrust" bearing

(2)

no sculptured sails

(3)

sails are symmetrical

(4)

total support structure made of 11etal one-half inch rod

(5)

considerable reduction in the size of the sails

(6)

limited reinforcement to allow as much flexible movement
within the metal rod

18

S£ulpture No. ..

FOR PHOTOGRAPH SEE
POCKET INSIDE BACK COVER

Height:

10' 6"

Width:

7 ' 6"

..

CHARACTERISTICS:
(1)

no "thrust" bearing

(2)

no sculptured sails

(3)

sails are varied in size and shape

(4)

total support structure made of metal one-half inch rod

(5)

largest unsculptured sails in the series

(6)

limited reinforcement to allow
the metal rod

as

much flexible movement within
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n:CHNICAL INFORMATION--The followin� information is presented as
an

accumulation of knowledge gathered from the experience of building

the four "wind sculptures".
the

ori g i n al

The following discussion also answer�

questions set forth on page fourteen.

The discussion has

been arranged in a descending order of importance and the sections does

not necessarily coincide with the order of the quest�ons .
DESIGN--It has been resolved that when designin� a sculpture s�ch
as the ones pictured on the preceding pa�es, the following things are
true.

In an effort to design a sculpture which will be at its ultimate

aesthetic impact when in movement, careful planninR and consideration must
be given to all movement possibilities within the nature of the medium.
If the design has been carefully plotted, when the sculpture is moved by
the force as pre-planned , it will take its place in time and be superior
to itself when it is not in movement .
include:

These movement possibilities

(1) The use of free moving elements within the support struct

ure; (2) movement within the sail itself as the wind fills it; (3) a
combination of the first two items in unison; (4) the sail must be
free of metal support structures so the sails can move in more than one
direction; (5) limited reinforcement within the support structure to
allow as much "flexible movement" within the metal rod.
MOVEMENT WITHIN THE SUPPORT STRUCTURE--Because of the limited

movement allowed within the steel rod support structure the movement is
almost totally predictable .

The first type of movement which is the

most obvious is to include a bearing as was done in sculpture number
l and 2 , pages fifteen and sixteen .

However, the movement of this

rotating portion of the sculpture will obviously turn in a clock-wise
or a counter clock-wise direction.

This makes the movement predictable
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in at least terms of direction.

It is unpred.i�able in terms of time or

length of time it will move, all being dependent

on

the presence of wind.

The second type of movement is the flexible move1J1ent which occurs
when the sails are filled and the resulting pressure
move th• rod structure.

on

the metal rod

For the most part this is not extensive but it

is present. it is noticeahle, and it is important to i�clude

d•i'«n

consideration which will permit this type of movement to occur.

This

movement is also predictable because naturally a simple wiggle in a
rod is not going to make any maj.or movement in the sculpture.

In

sculpture number 39 page seventeen, this kind of move111e nt is present
between the top two arms and the bottom two arlftS.

They are not welded

or reinforced to the point where no mo•ement can occur.

In sculpture

number 4, page eighteen, the degree of movement allowed within the top
element of the structure is extremely free and the rod can move twelve
to sixteen inches.
would bend the rod.

It is free to the point that an extremely strong wind
Again this movement is predictable in the type

of movement which will occur but the timing and duration of movement
is not.
MOVEMENT

IN

THE CLOTH SAILS--The type of movement character

istics of the sails can be determined, based
structural possibilities.

on

known technical

There are several ways of predicting the

action of the sails based on the way they are constructed and the way
Sails which are stretched

they are mounted to the support structure.

over a metal frame will produce the least free movement.

This type

of mounting requires a simple hem. on at least one side with a sup
port rod being inserted through the hem.

This rntQunting

could be used·on. as. many sides of the sail

·as

is feasible.

On
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sculpture number 4 the top sail is mounted on one side in t h i s fashion.
Unsculptured sails attached to a metal frame will produce graceful
and subtle shapes.

Their movement will be flappinv. and jerkin� if

not headed into the wind.

The unsculptured sail will billow and

as easilv as the sculptured sails.

The main difference

sculptured sail will have a predetermined shape.
as easilv because it

fill

is that the

�

It w ll not flutter

is somewhat restricted by the sewn pleats

used in shaping the sail.

In either case the determinin� factor as

to which is used must be based on a simple preferende.

Both tvpes

would work but one may be more desirable for a particular desi�n.
Naturally, the sculptured sail takes more time to construct and more
material is required.

One major thing should be kept in mind when

designing the sails for any base.
dimensions of
structure.

The sai1scan never exceed the

the support structure or they will be caught in the

They may overhang elements of the sculpture in certain

situations but consideration must then be given to whether or not they
will pull free easily from the structure when the wind be�ins to blow.
In sculpture number

l the sails do hang down considerablv but due to

the fact that the sculpture reacts like' a weather vain the upper
element always turns to the wind, the sails inflate and clear the

"bea�1ng mount."

Sculpture number 3 and 4 both have unsculptured sails.

Sculptured sails attached to metal frame were found to be the
most dynamic.

With the larP,e sculptured sail comes the need for more

solid suppo�t keeping in scale with the amount of wind resistance they
offer.

They are demanding on the support structure.

Solutions tc this

particular problem will be discussed on page 23.
The degree of movement within the sails and or support structure
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is unknown and apparently only dependent on what has been designed ir.to
the sculpture.

The degree of movement required aesthetically for the

sculpture to become kinetic is discussed on page twenty-five.

ADDITIONAL MOVEMENT DESIRED--If additional movement is desired
above that of the wind filled sails and the subtle movement of the
rod support structure a simple verticle bearin� can be incorporated
,
into the design as has previously been stated.

A second possibility

which is illustrated in the picture of sculpture number 1 is the
mounting of a spring.

In sculpture number l the spring is attached

to a small pipe which has passing through it one of the major elements.

The one end of the sails are attached to the one end of this rod.
When the sails

fill, the shock or jerking of the wind will be ab

sorbed by the spring which is actually the only metaJ
rest of the sculpture.

Sculpture number

connection to the

4 has a door spring inserted

between two of the main support elements and again when the sails fill
.
with wind the shock is absorbed by the spring.
USE Of A DIRECTIONAL SAIL--It has been determined that the
largest sail. on a multi-sailed sculpture. does not mean that
the dominant sail

it is

(the sail determining the movement of the upper element

of the support structure).

What does determine the above is the angle

at which a sail is mounted.

It was originally thought that the

largest sail would react to the wind simultaneously with a small sail.
That all sails would pull in the same direction.

Not only is the a0ove

not true but it was also determined that at times each sail will billow
in different directions.

(This m�st commonly occurs when the sculr.ture

is placed in among a grove of trees or near a building which cause the
air currents to blow from varying directions rapidly.)
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Large sails will remain filled with air longer and will fill slower than
the small sail.

The small sail will reverse itself, on a permanent mount

or will turn the sculpture if it is on a bearing, before the l&rJ;e sail
will fill with air.

This is especially apparent on sculpture number

2.

Both sails are capable of filling and billovin� in two directions without

rod support structure being in the way.

On occasion i� has done either

or both of the above dependent upon the characteristics of the wind.
A sail could be mounted• on an element with a bearin�, in a verticle
position in a slightly spira.l· fashion and that sail would definitely
be the sail which would turn that element.

This would hold true as

long as no other sail was mounted in a similar spiral fashion.
CHARACTERISTICS OF STEEL ROD--The tensile strength of one-half
inch steel rod was found to have enough strength to support aaila in
"full wind".

However,

in strong vinds or sudden gusts a spring included

in the sail support structure absorbs a degree of the shock.
used in sculpture nuVlber

2

The rod

is one-quarter inch and proved to be

entirely too veak and bends quite easily.

Sculpture number 3 is made

of on·e-half inch rod and has withatood forty to fifty mile an hour
winds,

This sculpture has the least asnount of sail surface.
All of the sculpture was welded with acetylene.

Due to the

knowledge that this welding method weakens the metal it is recomtstended
that an arc welder be used on similar sculpture in the future.
REDUCTION OF SAIL RESISTAHCE--There i••'ene ·•lt'e�atiori�.ade
in the sails in an attempt to �educe th• resistance to the wind in the
sails,
sail.

The first possibility which was tried was to make a slit in the
The slit was then henmed, eyelets placed alon� the slit.

A

lace was then inserted to permit the opening and closing of the slit.
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CLOTH SAILS--Other particular problems encountered in working
(1) choice of

with the cloth material are as follows:

would be light and easily moved by the wind;

a

material that

(2) material that would

be weather resistant; (3) material which would not fade; (4) material
that was available in a large collection of colors.
Mounting of the sails to the support structu.re was accomplished
by placing large curtain rivets in the corners of the sails and these
eyelets slipping into enap hooks which were hooked into small washers
on the support structure.

The swivel snap hooks allow a great deal of

freedom for the sail to move easily on the support structure,
AESTHETIC EVALUATION--The first and most important aesthetic
consideration is that of whether or not the pictured sculpture ia truly
kinetic.

There are a number of reasons why it is felt that all four

sculptures are successful as Kinetic art:

(l) when the sculpture is being

blown by the wind they literally appear to be "coming to life�:"

When

the wind is not blowing the cloth sails hang limp about the support
structure.

The actual sculptural shapes within the sails are non

existent during the time that the wind is not blowing.

(2) The sculpture

is superior to itself when in the wind compared to its static po�ition,

base d on a traditional standard of evaluation,
It was felt after the historical survey was completed that there
were a number of represe ntative works by artiats within the Kinetic
Movement which should be considered experimental art.

It was decided

that the sculpture built for this thesis should be worthy of and be able
to withstand a traditional evaluation.

It was felt that they should

exist as sculpture and not as some clever contrivance for amusement
sake, that they should have some sense of permanence, and that they
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should be appealin� to the

visual senses.

these factors have been achieved.

It

is

b el ie ve d that all of

It is also believed thnt the

narticular

sculptural medium used is completely ori�inal in the combination.
During the time that the four sculptures illustrated were under
construction

other

directions were conceived and

will

be presente� in

the last portion of this thesis, pa�e twentv-six.
The sails will be discussed here as a separate aspect of the
sculpture because they, for the most part, are what make the sculpture
three-dimensional.

They are also what make

so they are vitally important.
of

the

sculpture

kinetic,

The sails are successful as elements

the sculpture; they are subtle, �raceful, and dvnamic as shapes.

However, it is also necessary to point out that there are undoubtedly
more interestin� approaches to the variety of materi��s �nd colors,
and even patterns which might have been used.

Due to the additional

problems whic� were evident if such attempts were made was deemed
sufficient to use s imple one or two color combinations.
The choice of colors used in the sails was based on an effort
to choose those colors which would be
foliage of an outdoor setting.

in

contrast to the

green

CHAPTER IV
POSSIBLE DI RECTION FOR FUTURE WORK-- While constructing the
f our sculptures discussed in this thesis, numerous other possi b i l i ties
became obvious.

�

A discussion of a number of these div rting ideas will

be presented shortly,

However , a point of clarification is inserted

regarding the cloth sails.

Before the total aesthetic impact of the

sculpture mip,ht be determined the followin� items should be considered
concerninp, the cloth sails:

( 1 ) additional and d i f ferent shape� ; ( 2 )

different �ypes o f support structures; ( 3 ) more powerful or more subtle
use of color;

( 4 ) the possible use of patterned c l ot h � ( 5 ) d i f f�r�nt

mountin� techniques; ( 6 ) addit ional ways to reduce t�'� wind resi stance
of each sail; ( 7 ) utilization of technical s�win� information.

However�

the above are not all relevant in the sense that thev could all aid the
design and the kinetic movement of the sails.
All of the above possibilities are some of the most r�vi ous
directions that mi�ht be pursued .

The followin� possibilities �re

representative if a total "chans;!;e of direction" were to be soupht .
One concept is to make an attempt at increasing the kinetic
movement with i n each piece by havin� a sail tri��er the movement of
other elements within the sculpture .

This would result in the support

structure playing a more active role kinetically.
Because of the tremendous power on the sculpture when the
sails are inflated, a second possibility would be to desipn the sup�ort
structure so that it tumble over and over. or at least desi�ne<l so th�t

it could roll onto its s i de.

The structure could be balanced, wei�ht-wise,

so that when the wind and sail pressure reduced, the support structure

would right itself.
There is a third possibility of mounting the sail support on
a

long, well-anchored platform.

In the center of the platform would be a

slot which would be spring loaded.

When the wind blew �he support

structure would be forced along the slot in the platform .

When the wind

was not blowing, the structure would return to its home position.
The concept which seems most intriguing at the present time is
to simply increase the size of the sculpture using spring steel and heavy
weight canvas or plastic fabric, mounted on a permanent base, with no
considerations having to be given to the possibility of movin� i t . A
large, simply designed, environmental piece which could endure the hi�h
winds seems very attractive to the mind.
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